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About This Game

Sail to the farthest islands to save your sister and defeat pirates.

You and your sister had finally found a safe haven in a small fishing village. But more troubles came soon after that. The threat
of an unstoppable crew of pirates spread its shadow over the entire kingdom. Your beloved sister was kidnapped by the pirates
and taken far away to lands unknown. You have no choice but to embark on a journey to save her. You must be brave. You will

travel to the end of the world, helping people, fulfilling quests, learning valuable skills, and finding hundreds of useful items.

Explore a beautiful country and sail to far islands.

Help people and fulfill many interesting quests.

Learn skills such as fishing, hunting and gathering.

Find hundreds of useful hidden items.

Reach up to 48 achievements.
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not much to it. but for 2.99 its ok. i really like this game..it makes me so happy when i play it..the things that i dont like is about
when its too lag or got steam problem.. Great game. Probably one of the few rare EA games that have a lot of potential. Only
thing to note is the atrocious performance. Make sure your pc is better than average or your gonna be facing the same problem
as me, which is 30 to 40 fps on low settings.. Amazing! I am not a big fan of platformer games and I thought I won't be able to
get all achievements but boy was I wrong. 100% in just 65 mins. The game is really interesting. I also got it for just 10 cents
(90% off coupon). Easily worth the full price or even more, though. Pretty cool art, 40 different levels. Some can be a bit hard
at first but overall the game was easy. Had a problem with one of the levels. Couldn't see some of the plants but I changed my
resolution from 1280x1024 to 1280x720 and I could countinue playing this lovely little game. Can't say much about the
soundtrack as I've listened to hardstyle while playing this. :D

Easily 10/10 because of the cheap price, decent amount of achievements and not that short gameplay, although if it was longer
that wouldn't be bad. c: Surprisingly fun and kind of cute game.. What a guilty pleasure. I have my favourite club, and I pipe my
own music in (as you can turn off theirs) and I dance like no one is watching..... well if i say gg than its a gg. Can't recommend,
it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go for it, watch the refund counter.
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Fun game to play. Very original plot. Not very educational though.... 5\/10 not enough content only 1 story that takes 35 minutes
to beat

. I absolutely love carrier borne aircraft and the E-2 Hawkeye is no exception. However, I can't say the same for this DLC. Don't
take that in the wrong way; I don't hate it, but I don't love it either. Allow me to explain.

Let's get the positive aspects of Virtavia's latest addon out on the table first. The Model and the animations look great for the
most part. The wing fold, gear retracts, and control surface movements are nice and smooth. I was very happy to see that they
stayed true to the three rudders on the empenage, something overlooked on every single other E-2 addon I've seen thus far. The
VC is exactly what you'd expect from Virtavia: Quite pretty and 70-75% of the switches are clickable. (rough guess, take it for
what you will) Cat shots feel accurate. You don't leave the deck at a ridiculous speed like I've noticed for other prop driven
carrier based addons.

Now that the positives are out of the way, let's delve into the negatives. (there are quite a few) As I said above, the model and
animations look great... FOR THE MOST PART. There are some glaring aspects of the model animations that are completely
off and I can not overlook. For starters, when the engines are shut down the prop pitch is reversed. 100% gives you a feathered
look and vise versa. After scouring the cockpit and panels for a switch of some sort, I aslo have yet to find a way to make the
frisbee up top rotate on its axis. And one of the most evident issiues with the model animation is the ailerons being reversed.
Stick left gives you a left bank, but the ailerons look like they should be taking the aircraft to the right... and vise versa. (I'm
getting sick of that phrase already) That's it as far as the animations go, but I'm still not done here. I had to spend quite a while
fixing the flight dynamics of the aircraft. The approach speed of the Hawkeye should be around 105 kts at max takeoff weight.
(contrary to what the checklist that comes with the addon states) Flying Virtavia's E-2 at this speed in the dirty configuration,
however, will result in an ungodly high nose up attitude just to maintain level flight. In the realm of real life, the Hawkeye
should look almost level at this speed and configuration. (maybe a few degrees nose up) The roll rate felt too aggressive. Tuned
that down. The engines were overpowered. Tuned them down. The tension on the tailhook was too high. Tuned that down as
well. Also, it sounds nothing like a Hawkeye should. You're better off finding a replacement sound file. Figuring out these
modifications took me a decent amount of time, but now my aircraft flies close to how it should in the real world, so to save
everyone the trouble, I'll include my modifications at the bottom of this review.

I'm not going to touch on the textures lacking any squadron paint since I guess that's how Steam does its business. Looking
forward to seeing some repaints though. VAW-123 Screwtops in particular.

To sum things up, the Virtavia E-2C Hawkeye has a lot right with it, but also has a lot wrong with it too. So, would I recommend
it? Only to those of you who are dying to have one for your flight sim, otherwise, save your money for something better. 5\/10
would \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 every now and then.

Aircraft.cfg modifications:

[flight_tuning]
cruise_lift_scalar = 1.75
parasite_drag_scalar = 1.1
induced_drag_scalar = 1.0
elevator_effectiveness = 2
aileron_effectiveness = 0.65
rudder_effectiveness = 1
pitch_stability = 2.5
roll_stability = 1
yaw_stability = 1
elevator_trim_effectiveness = 1
aileron_trim_effectiveness = 0.30
rudder_trim_effectiveness = 0.95
hi_alpha_on_roll = 1
hi_alpha_on_yaw = 1
p_factor_on_yaw = 0.06
torque_on_roll = 0.08
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gyro_precession_on_roll = 0.07
gyro_precession_on_yaw =0.05
gyro_precession_on_pitch =0.05

[Turboprop_engine]
power_scalar=0.9

[propeller]
thrust_scalar=0.9

[TailHook]
cable_force_adjust= 0.65

[Flaps.0]
type=1
span-outboard=0.500
extending-time=5
system_type=1
damaging-speed=250.000
blowout-speed=300.000
lift_scalar=1.125
drag_scalar=1
pitch_scalar= 1
flaps-position.0=0
flaps-position.1=10
flaps-position.2=20
flaps-position.3=30

Update: There are now repaints for this aircraft that can be found here: 
http:\/\/www.mirage4fs.com\/Alphasim\/index.html#E-2C VAW-123 Screwtops included! And a French Navy Hawkeye to
boot! Tr\u00e8s bon!. A lot of people say that it's crap, but then they must be kidding.

I'm a real addict to the sport itself, can't play it because of multiple injuries, but still I do love it.
I know all of the therms, all of the rules and most of the players from different countries.

Yes, maybe it's a bit vague at first what you have to do and to figure out who playes which positions, but after that (took me
about thirty minutes) it is really fun.

I will recommend it to every fan of rugby or any sportsmen/women. Even if you do not know the game, you can really learn.

I say that it's worth the couple of bucks I've paid for it.. Very short, simple, linear

7/10 if price is 90% off. It really is shocking how little you get for your purchase price, and how much Capcom is willing to
gouge you for things that come with competing fighting games. If you buy Tekken 7, you get 38 characters, a large cosmetic
customization mode, a significant story mode, an arcade mode . . . you get the idea. As a value propositon, Street Fighter V is
insulting garbage. It takes far, far too long to earn enough fight money to unlock the characters, and there is no real way for you
to earn costumes or cosmetic items without earning Actual Money from your Actual Job.

Taken purely as a game, though, it's pretty ♥♥♥♥ing great. Fantastic animation and character art, combined with well-thought-
out sound design, turn each match into a gorgeous spectacle of goofy/sexy/rad folk pummeling one another's brains out. It
controls tightly, and the single-frame precision required in SF4 is thankfully (for this scrub, at least), gone.

If you are interested in getting it, just make sure to buy it on sale, and don't give Capcom a dime for costumes or superfluous
DLC. The more we support these business practices, the more they will do them, regardless of how much we bemoan their
greed on Reddit or the SpaceBooks. Capcom is a♥♥♥♥♥♥business with some amazing artists and programmers in their
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development studios. It's hard to recommend the game when you get so little for what you spend, especially when there are so
many blanced, robust, and affordable fighters available on Steam nowadays.

Edit: Given that AE just came out, and it includes all of the stuff that Capcom should have included when they released the
original game, you can definitely argue that this is now a complete product. For a decent price, you get a fully-featured game
with lots of♥♥♥♥♥♥to do and a ton of characters. Still, ♥♥♥♥ Capcom. Took them two years to do it.. first of all, i'm guilty
i admit, i played pirated version first with unlocked content which steam locks(but still can be unlocked with a file), and reached
certain part of the game till i decided that i should buy the game here to support the developer, and even when i'm in a bit poor
situation right now(poor as in moneys), i still bought it, and yes i admit, i'm a masochist, so people who reading this review,
know - this game may not be exactly what you wanted it to be
while recommended for every single maso :*

Pros:

extremely low game size
fully in english
can unlock locked 18+ content with a simple file change
funny answers choices
at times even more funny answers choices right after previous choices
beatiful art, as usual in Sakura games
affordable price

M pros:

some knowledged man made part of the story, because he knows exactly what we would like to hear(at least with 18+ patch file)

Cons:
mostly pretty boring start of the game
may not be comfy for regular human beings :*
lots of text errors. The beatmaps in this DLC don't seem as good as the original game. (This is on expert)

The beatmaps in the original game flow much better and "feel good" when you hit the notes correctly.

In the DLC most songs have multiple sections that don't flow well and don't "feel good" to play.

The original maps felt challenging. Most of these maps feel annoying. (Note: I have completed all the original songs on Expert).
It's good, but it's not worth $15.

Wait until it's on sale, it's worth about $10 or less.
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